
2023 Free Choice Book Project (no spoilers!!!)

Grading Deadlines Elements to Include
No matter the project

1. Brainstorm Worksheet (10 Points)
2. Rough Draft (25 Points)
3. Final Draft (100 Points)

1. Genre
2. Theme
3. Symbols
4. Setting
5. All main characters (3-7)
6. Plot conflicts (1st, 2nd, 3rd) no spoilers

Choose ONE (no repeats from another semester)
Digital Design Paper Traditional Other

Movie Trailer/TicToc
Design a 60-second movie trailer
with typed captions and thematic
elements to reflect tone and
mood.

Graphic Notes
(for graphic novels)

Use the Graphic Elements

Speech or Dramatic Reading
Pick one of the most important
parts of the book to read or
speak, selling the book to
others. Include all elements.

Google Slide
Complete the Google Slide
template, adding pictures and
intentional color design to reflect
tone and mood.

Mind Map
1-3 pages or a poster you hand
draw the elements required

below. The symbols and colors
should be thoughtful and artistic.

Essay
Write a 600-1000 word essay
including important quotes from
the book. Include all elements.

Digital Poster
Using Adobe Spark, Canva, or
Pictochart to create a dynamic
poster design to reflect tone and
mood.

Book Jacket
Create a book jacket cover
design that is drawn or painted.
Colors and pictures should reflect
the genre. Include all elements.

Rewrite the Ending
Rewrite the ending to be either
tragic or comedic 500-1000
words, or write a continuation
fanfiction piece. Include all
elements.



Book Project Brainstorm

Name _____________________________________ Per _______

Primary Secondary

Genre

Theme

Symbols

Setting

Characters

3 Plot points up to half of the book (No spoilers)

Rubric
4 - Exceeds The

Standard
3 - Meets The Standard 2 - Partially Meets The

Standard
1 - Does Not Meet The

Standard

Key Ideas/
Theme

Theme is
thoughtfulr;detailed
descriptions of
characters and plot

Theme is clear and some
descriptions of characters
and plot

Theme is unclear; some
character details and plot
elements missing

No thesis or missing
important character and plot
elements

Organization Highly organzed with
good transitions

Organized with some
transitions

Some missing
organzation or no
transitions

Unorganzied, incomplete, or
chaotic

Creative
Appeal

Colors, font and
descriptions enhance the
genre and mood

Colors, font and
descriptions match the
genre and mood

Colors, font and
descriptions distract from
the genre and mood

No thoughts to Colors, font
and descriptions

Grammar Few errors if any Some errors, but they
don’t distract

Many errors, but still
readable

Illegible or unreadable


